
SAVE UP TO $4,802*pp
SALE ENDS 6 FEB ‘18

MEDITERRANEAN

See more of the enchanting  
Mediterranean in private yacht style

Surrounded by wonders like the magnificent Cinque Terre, the culturally 
transcendent Alhambra, and the Belem Tower monument, it is easy 
to fall in love with the Mediterranean. With unique itineraries and 
local Destination Discovery Events, Windstar brings you closer to this 
spectacular part of the world. Cruise the Guadalquivir River, the only 
navigable river in Spain spanning 408 miles, to Seville. Anchor in the 
heart of Old Town Dubrovnik as larger cruise ships pass by. Visit a local 
Mediterranean market with our Windstar Chef, enjoy local experiences 
in interesting locales such as Giardini Naxos, Portofino, and Mallorca and 
see a new port almost every day with never more than one sea day.



*Prices are per person twin share and are correct as at 20 Jan ‘18. Prices are subject to availability, currency fluctuations and seasonal surcharges. Prices are capacity controlled 
and can change at anytime. Not included in cruise price: Return International Airfare from Australia, alcoholic beverages, spa & salon services, shore excursions, gratuities and items 
of a personal nature. Cruise itineraries are not guaranteed and can be changed or cancelled at anytime by Windstar Cruises. Change and cancellation conditions apply and will be 
advised at the time of booking. Lic 2TA00374.

Yachtsman’s Harbours of the Rivieras

Spanish Serenade

Barcelona & Grand Prix of Monaco

Hidden Harbours of the Cote d’Azur

Spanish Symphony

7 nights from Barcelona to Rome (or reverse) onboard Wind Surf

22 Apr ‘18 WAS $4,100* NOW $3,439* Cat. A SAVE $661*

20 Oct ‘18 WAS $3,961* NOW $3,439* Cat. B SAVE $523*
*prices are per person

8 nights from Barcelona to Lisbon onboard Star Breeze

13 May ‘18 WAS $4,944* NOW $4,116* Cat. S1 SAVE $829*
*prices are per person

7 nights from Barcelona return onboard Star Pride

22 May ‘18 WAS $10,406* NOW $5,604* Cat. S1 SAVE $4,802*
*prices are per person

7 nights from Nice to Barcelona onboard Wind Surf

20 Jun ‘18 WAS $4,107* NOW $3,445* Cat. B SAVE $661*
*prices are per person

8 nights from Barcelona to Lisbon (or reverse) onboard Wind Surf

27 Jun ‘18 WAS $5,151* NOW $4,032* Cat. BX SAVE $1,119*

5 Jul ‘18 WAS $5,151* NOW $4,208* Cat. BX SAVE $943*

1 Sep ‘18 WAS $4,735* NOW $3,856* Cat. B SAVE $878*
*prices are per person

INCLUDES:
• A Formula One racing expert, Bob Varsha, hosts this exclusive Grand Prix cruise and 

provides behind-the-scenes insights to the event 
• Pit Pass access for Saturday’s qualifying race
• Reserved Section K seats for both Saturday’s qualifying and Sunday’s final races
• A special Grand Prix-themed cocktail reception and dinner aboard your beautiful ship


